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Idle breakout wiki

Brick BreakerPlatform(s) BlackBerryReleaseWW: 1999Genre(s) clone breakout platformerMode(s) video game Single Player Brick Breaker is a pre-loaded video game in BlackBerry and is now available on the App Store (iOS Gameplay), Brick Breaker (platformer) as a breakout clone.[1] The paddle may move horizontally and control with the blackberry
track wheel, computer mouse or finger touch (in the case of the touch screen). When all the bricks are destroyed, the player moves to a new, more difficult level. There are 34 levels, many with broken silver bricks. If all life is gone, the game will end. There are many versions of some brick breakers where you can fire a flame ball or play with more than one
ball if the player gets more power. Major receiver Brick Breaker has a cult following of professional players trying to achieve high scores. The game's addiction was highlighted by The Vancouver Sun: There are dozens of forums, support groups and, yes, Facebook pages addicted to Brick Breaker, with spouses complaining of drug-addicted friends [1]
reference ^ b Shelley Fralic (November 19, 2010) The former enemy video game now addicted to bricks zapping the Vancouver Sun pulled September 27, 2019 – via PressReader ^ Jessica. This article was originally published at 10:30 a.m. You can help Wikipedia by expanding it.vte pulled from success is part of the game menu that shows what players can
strive to do and their progress towards them. AchievementsEdit community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. The ball is an idle breakout gameplay mechanism that interacts with bricks. When the ball is created, they are pointed in a random direction that is not perfectly horizontal or perfectly vertical. All balls are in accordance
with the rule of law, reflected in all cases when bouncing off a brick wall or boss except Sniper Ball, which changes its direction when it hits the wall towards the nearest brick. The angle i is equal to r, and the normal line creates a 90-degree angle with ballsedit basic ball's mirror entry (starting cost: 25). A standard ball that bounces off the wall and destroys the
plasma ball brick (starting cost: 200) - will cause splash damage (25%) sniper ball brick (starting cost: 1500) - Bounce from the wall to the nearest brick distribution ball (starting cost: 10000) - Create more single-hit balls (50% cannonball power (starting cost: 75000) - The ball that crashes through the brick poisoned ball (starting cost: 75000) - Infect the bricks
so that they get damaged twice! Snow Ball community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Bosses have strong bricks, there they are at the top half of the screen when they are available, making it possible to tear off their health faster than ever before. When you beat the boss, you are forced to re-match the current boss (or pe
(which requires 3,000 BB) will cost 100,000 gold, because 3000 divided by 1000 is 3, unfortunately I can not sign in to my account, so the guardians of this page are on extended vacation. When I came back, everything would be fine, [show] V1 Boss Edit Boss 6 - Plymouth Block Sixth Amendment boss called Plymouth Block. He's got 75 million lives in his
life. _Ua son is 5. He shares the same palette as Blocky Balboa, his primary color is gold, his secondary color is black, capable of returning 5% of the maximum HP (3.75 million HP) every 3 seconds. For 4 minutes, Cannonballs and poisonballs deal half the damage to the boss. He's got 100 million health per life. The _Ua ball is his 6 icons, his main colored
ice cubes are blue sky. His secondary color is cereal. Restore 1% of maximum HP (1 million HP) every 3 seconds, sniper delivers double damage to boss The basic ball manages half the damage to the boss. Freezing your most common baby for 5 seconds of immunity per laser Tip: Click on the frozen balls to unfreeze them. He's got 150 million health per
life. _Ua His main color is orange, his secondary color is black, capable of restoring 10% of the maximum HP (15 million HP) every 3 seconds. The ball distributed half the damage deal to the 10-count Im Boss boss, the tenth boss editor called Count Blockula. Ball _Ua is 9, he represents the count Dracula, he uses the same palette as D Block, his primary
color is light gray, his secondary color is dark gray, capable restores 10% of the maximum HP (25 million HP) every 3 seconds, freeze any ball in the target for 15 seconds, freeze your most common ball for 5 seconds of scattered balls and Cannonballs manages half damage to the boss. No laser immunity Boss 11 - Blockodile edits the eleventh boss called
Blockodile. He's got 300 million lives in his life. _Ua 10-year-old son, his main color is bright neon. His secondary color is gray, capable of restoring 1% of hp to a maximum of every 3 seconds of shield protection. For 5 seconds (approx. 10 sec. cooldown) limited. Time (3 and a half minutes) Basic Balls Deal twice the damage to the boss plasma ball and the
poison ball manages half the damage to the boss, twelve bosses called blocked noses. He looks like a nose. He's got 350 million lives in his life. _Ua 11-year-old son shared the same palette as an ice block. His main color is blue sky, his secondary color is cereal. Capable of restoring 1% of HP every 3 seconds, 2x freezes your most common ball for 5
seconds. Sniper balls and poison balls deal with double damage to the boss. Plasma balls and scattered balls deal half the damage to the boss. No immunalette is Blocky Balboa and Plymouth block. His primary color is gold, his secondary color is white, capable of restoring 10% of the maximum HP every 3 seconds. The sniper manages half the damage to
the boss. No Boss Immunity 15 - Roblock Fix Fifteen Boss called Robblox dude Mr. meme boy He looks like a gay cartoon robot. He's got 500 million lives in his life. His _Ua 14-year-old son shared the same palette as D Block and Count cockula, his primary color is light gray, his secondary color is gay, he's gay, he's 100% of the max HP every 3 seconds.
Sniper ball manages half the damage to the boss, immunity to the boss, boss 17 - block code, fix stupid head, stupid head, seventeenth boss boy called the chicken code. He has 850 million health per life. His _Ua 16-year-old icon resembles a string of binary codes. He shares the same palette as Blockodile, his main color is bright neon green. His secondary
color is dark green, but cannonballs deal double damage to the boss. Plasma balls and scattered balls deal half the damage to the boss. Boss 18 - Call the eighteenth boss editor , call the blocker, boss 20 - J Block, fix the boss, twenty called J Block, he has 1 billion health per life. The 19-year-old _Ua, his first twenty-something icon, called the pipe blocked.
He has a healthy $1.05 billion per life. His icon looks like a faucet with a drop of water coming out. He shares the same palette with ice blocks, blocked noses and holiday blocks. His main color is blue sky, his secondary color is cereal. Time limit (2 minutes 30 seconds) Sniper Ball manages double damage to the boss. Poison balls and plasma balls deal half
the damage to the boss. Boss 22 - Sherblock modifies twenty-second B cannon balls and base balls deal double damage to the boss. Plasma balls and scattered balls deal half the damage to the boss. Boss 24 - Mental Block Editing Boss Twenty-Four Called Mental Block His icon looks like a head with a heart rate scanner inside. He has 1.2. His 23-yearold_Ua son shared the same palette as Blocky Balboa, Plymouth Block and Blocktopus. He looks like a four-way traffic light, he has a healthy 1.3 billion per life, His_Ua is 25. His ability to restore 1% of hp to a maximum of 3 seconds, a time limit (2 minutes 5 seconds), freezing any ball in the target for 15 seconds, plasma balls and scattered balls doing
double damage. Cannonball does half the damage. Immunity to lasers, twenty-eight masters are called cell blocks. His icon resembles a man who is locked in a cell with his hands on a bar. He has a healthy 1.4 billion per life, His_Ua is 27. His main color is light pink. Capable of restoring 10% of HP up to every 3 seconds, the diffuser and the poison ball deal
double damage. The basic ball does half the damage. Boss 29 - Block Loaf editing boss twenty-nine is grey, capable of restoring 1% of the maximum HP every 3 seconds. The poison ball and the plasma ball do twice the damage. The sniper ball does half the damage, immunity to the laser, boss 31 - the first thirty-fix cheese block is called chicken cheese. He
resembles a wedge of Swiss cheese. He has a healthy $1.55 billion per life. The 30-year-old _Ua shared any ball in the goal for 15 seconds, the plasma ball and the ball spread twice. The cannon ball does half the damage, immunity to the laser, the 33-blockarina boss of the time, fixing the thirty-three boss called Blockarina of the time. He has a healthy
$1.65 billion per life. _Ua 32- he shared the same palette as Block Head, Blockbeard, Blocka Doodle Doo, Sherblock, S Block and Block Loaf. The poison ball and the plasma ball do half the damage. Immunity to laser boss thirty-five is called block noodles. His icon is similar to eating a stick, picking up ramen noodles from a bowl. He has a healthy $1.75
billion per life. His son _Ua 34 years old, sharing the same palette as Blocky Balboa, Plymouth Block, Blocktopus, Mental blocks, blocked traffic and cheese blocks His primary color is yellow, his secondary color is black, capable of restoring 5% of the maximum HP every 3 seconds. The 36- T Block Edit boss, 36, called T Block, he has a healthy 1.8 billion per
life. _Ua 35-year-old son, he shared the same palette as his Z Block. The color is neon yellow of his secondary color is red. His icon is similar to the tetris T block, capable of restoring 10% of HP up to every 3 seconds, time limit (1 minute 15 seconds). Freeze your most common balls for 5 seconds, the poisonball and the plasma ball do damage twice. The
sniper does half the damage, immunity to the laser. Tip: Click on the frozen balls to unfreeze them. Thirty-nine bosses called L Block, his icon is similar to his l tetris block, he has a healthy 1.95 billion per life. _Ua 38- he shared the same palette as ice blocks, a nose block, a blocked block, a blocked pipe block and a Blocken Spiel. 5% of HP's maximum
recovery every 3 seconds, sniper and cannonball damage twice The 40-boss, 40 - Shamblock corrected a fortieth boss called Shamblock. He's got $2 billion in health. His son _Ua 39 years old, he shared the same palette as the block head, Blockbeard, Blocka Doodle Doo, Sherblock, S Block, Block Loaf, and Blockarina of Time. The basic ball does half the
damage. Boss 41 - Combo Chicken Editor forty first boss called his combo cock icon similar to the triple-digit total lock. He has a healthy $2.05 billion per life. _Ua 40- and 40-year-old son shared the same palette as D Block, Count Blockula, Roblock, Call Blocktor and Road Block. Doubles damage The 42-second boss, heliblockter, corrects a forty-second
boss called Heliblockter. He has 2.1 billion health per life. His son _Ua 41 years old, sharing the same palette as Blocky Balboa, Plymouth Block, Blocktopus, The Block. His main color is yellow, his secondary color is black, capable of restoring 1% of the maximum HP every 3 seconds. The poison ball and the plasma ball do twice the damage. The sniper
does half the damage, immunity to the laser. Boss 43 - The blockchain editor, forty-three bosses called his blockchain icon, resembles a cable network separator. He has a healthy $2.15 billion per life. _Ua 42- he shared the same palette as Blockodile, Code Block, Block Footage and Knife Block. His primary color is neon green, his secondary color is dark
green, capable of restoring 5% of the maximum HP every 3 seconds. The ball spreads and the poison ball does half the damage. Boss 44-O block fix forty mabos O blog. His icon is similar to the blog tetris O he has a healthy 2.2 billion per life. His son _Ua 43 years old, sharing the same palette as Blocky Balboa, Plymouth Block, Blocktopus, The Block. His
secondary color is yellow, his secondary color is black, capable of restoring 10% of the maximum HP every 3 seconds, freezing any ball in the target for 15 seconds. Boss 45 - blocks and 45 boss fixing keys called blocks and keys. His icon resembles a key and a keyhole. He has a healthy $2.25 billion per life. _Ua 44- he shared the same palette as the ice
block, the nose block blocked the holliday block, blocked blocked blocker Blocken Spiel and his main L block, blue sky. Sniper Ball Ability to Do Double Damage Boss 46 - block of land, dfghjukl correction, khujgytfhrdasZ idiot, chicken head forty-six bosses called blocks of land. His icon is similar to five houses. He has 2.3 billion health per life. _Ua 45- he
shared the same palette as Block Head, Blockbeard, Blocka Doodle Doo, Sherblock, S Block, Block Loaf, Blockarina of Time and Shamblock. Time Limit Capability: 25 seconds of Restore 1% of max HP every 3 seconds, diffuser and poisonball deal twice damage The basic ball does half the damage. Boss 47 - Signal block editing added images in this
gallery, forty-seven bosses call it blocked signals. His icon is similar to the active radio tower. He has a healthy $2.35 billion per life. _Ua 46-year-old son shared the same palette as Z Block and T Block. His secondary color is red. Ability to restore 5% of HP up to every 3 seconds, cannon balls and base balls deal double damage. The 48-year-old boss is a
modified energy block, forty-eight bosses called energy blocks. His icon is similar to a car battery. He has 2.4 billion health benefits per life. His son _Ua 47 years old, sharing the same palette as Blocky Balboa, Plymouth Block, Blocktopus, The Block. His primary color is yellow, his secondary color is black, capable of restoring 10% of the maximum HP every
3 seconds. The poison ball and the plasma ball do twice the damage. The sniper does half the damage, immunity to the laser. Tip: Click on the frozen ball to unfreeze tked vis, forty-nine bosses called block vision. His icon resembles a head with a bandage over the eyes. He has a healthy $2.45 billion per life. _Ua 48- year-old son shared the same palette as
D Block, Count Blockula, Roblock, Call The Blocktor, His main color is white, his secondary color is gray. The ball spreads and the poison ball does half the damage. Boss 50 - I blocked the boss editor fifty called me a blog His icon resembles a stack of 4 squares. He has 2.5 billion health benefits per life. His son _Ua 49 years old, he shared the same palette
as Blocko, a writer's blog, Block Arteries, Cell Block, Blocktoman and Ham Block. Capable of restoring 1% of hp up to every 3 seconds 2x Freezing any ball in the target for 15 seconds of plasma balls and diffuse balls performing double damage. CannonBall does half the damage, immunity to v2-V17 Bosses Edit lasers, when the version level increases (e.g.
V1 ---&gt; For example, V2 BlockHead has 5,000,000,000 (5B), v3 block head has 5,000,000,000,000 (5T) V18 Bosses fix V18, fix the biggest boss, even with the ball propelling all the highest up to this boss can not beat this boss can not beat. No one's going to beat this boss yet. Edit Table # V1 Boss Name Health To Life (V1) Special Strengths Restoration
&amp; Weaknesses (Balls) 1 5.00m Block Head Laser Immunity 2 Block Balboa 10.00m Sniper Ball Made x1/2 Basic Ball Made x2 3 Blocko 4 D-Block 5 Blockbeard 6 Plymouth Block 75m 5% per 3 seconds 1.2m per second * Timer: 4 minutes cannon ball made x1/2 poison ball made x1/27 ice block 100m 1% per 3 seconds 1/3m per second freezing: mainly
ball, 5 seconds Basic Ball Made x1/2 Sniper Ball Made x2 8 Blocks Running Orange 150m 10% Per 3 Sec 5m Per Second Timer: 5 minutes Scatter Ball Made x1/2 Sniper Ball Made x2 9 9 200m 10 Count Blockula 250m 10% Per 3 Seconds 8.3m Per Second* : Target range, 15 seconds freezing: the most common ball, 5sec Weak: No laser immunity of
dispersion ball made x1/2 Cannonballs made x1/2 11 Blockodile 300m 1% per 3 sec 1m per second Shield: Immunity Damage for 5 seconds (~7.5 sec cooldown) Timer: 3 3 minutes and 3 0 seconds plasma balls made 1/2 poison ball made 1/2 basic ball made x2 12 nose block 350m 1% per 3 seconds 1.2m per second* Frozen: The most common ball 5
seconds (with 2 frozen, but with different cool downs) Plasma Ball Made x1/2 Diffuse Ball Made x1/2 Sniper Balls Made x2 Poison Ball Made x2 13 400m 14 450m 15 Roblock 500m 5% Per 3 sec 8.3m Per Second Frozen: The most common ball, shield 5 seconds: immunity to damage for 5 seconds (10 seconds cooldown) Balls Sniper Made x1/2 plasma ball
made x2 Cannonballs made x2 16 17 block code 850m no plasma ball made x1/2 ball spread made x1/2 Cannonballs made x2 18 call blocktor 900m unknown 5 seconds Sniper Balls made x1/2 poison ball made x2 plasma ball made x2 19 *was rounded to 0.1m this is in progress. If anyone wants to finish this graph, All data is also based on the data above
this table. If there is anything wrong you want to edit or add, please fill in the information. Unfilled sections require validation. Please fill in the information and may add it to the list above to help with the wiki. Thank you, you.
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